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By Anthony Wilson

Bloodaxe Books Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND
NEW, Lifesaving Poems, Anthony Wilson, Inspired by a remark
of Seamus Heaney, Lifesaving Poems began life as notebook,
then a blog. How many poems, Heaney wondered, was it
possible to recall responding to, over a lifetime? Was it ten, he
asked, twenty, fifty, a hundred, or more? Lifesaving Poems is a
way of trying to answer that question. Giving himself the
constraint of choosing no more than one poem per poet,
Anthony began copying poems out, one at a time, as it were
for safekeeping. He asked himself: was the poem one he could
recall being moved by the moment he first read it? And: could
he live without it? Then he posted each poem on his blog and
said why he liked it. Word spread and soon his blog had
thousands of followers, everyone reading and responding to
the poems he talked about - and sharing his posts. Now
Lifesaving Poems has turned into an anthology, not one
designed to be a perfect list of 'the great and the good', but a
gathering of poems he happens to feel passionate about,
according to his tastes. As Billy Collins says: 'Good poems...
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The ideal publication i ever read through. It is writter in simple words and never hard to understand. Your daily life
span is going to be convert once you full looking over this ebook.
-- Ta nner  Willm s PhD-- Ta nner  Willm s PhD

A new electronic book with an all new standpoint. It usually fails to charge too much. Its been printed in an exceedingly
basic way in fact it is simply following i finished reading this book through which basically altered me, affect the way in
my opinion.
-- Dr . Am ie B og isich-- Dr . Am ie B og isich
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